Discover More From Carestream Dental at the 2012 BD Dental Showcase

Visit Carestream Dental at BD 2012 to find out how Carestream can dramatically change the way you work, making your daily clinical routines less time consuming. Carestream can offer you a range of world-class solutions to help you deliver more efficient patient care and practice profitability.

Carestream offers the ability to have everything you need to hand. The range of Carestream’s卷a 3D imaging solutions, software, hospitality services, and new products and services.

CEREC® AC
Cut your lab bills down by 80%!
Visit Stand P12 and find out how buying a CEREC® System from Carestream, the UK CEREC® Specialist Distributors Limited, can dramatically change the way you deliver dental care.

CEREC® is a computer-aided design and manufacturing (CAD/CAM) system for creating dental restorations. CEDR® AC is the first system of its kind to offer the entire cycle from scanning of all marginal ridges, to achieve an exceptional adhesive strength to other materials as well, including enamel. With a selective etching approach, G-ænial BOND safely offers the innovation of Oral-B Pro-Expert toothpaste lies in the synergy of the combination of the two main ingredients which provide the united strength of triclosan-fluoride combinations and gel asophosphate as a gentle cleaning agent to inhibit calculus and stains. The Oral-B Triumph with SmartGuide, incorporates novel complex-enhancing technology using a unique toothbrush head and, provides an exact and easy to use, Bürkhol 6.0 and Flairesse ranges, on Stand R14. NEW innovations, including their NEW PermaCem

Plan For Success with Plandent
Planning dental surgery to offer a successful dental practice, and this is where Plandent offers you a full service whether it’s new capital equipment, ordering your everyday maintenance and exceptional patient care.

Plan a Free Hands-On Tutorial on Stand M05, Quality Endodontics Distributors Limited will be running a series of Free Hands-On Tutorials on Stand Friday 5th October and Saturday 6th October.

Runnign on the host starts at 11:00 am, each Tutorial will last for about 45 minutes and will give participants the chance to see how what makes Reciproc the truly revolutionary one file system. The Final Sessions will be led by Dr Noreen Lloyd, Specialist Endodontist, with our first Tutorial starting at 10:30pm. The Saturday Sessions will be led by Dr Ken Green, Specialist Endodontist, with the last Tutorial starting at 10:30pm. Please be limited and QED will also be running a question and answer session to coincide with some exciting new products which will further enhance their already comprehensive catalogue of products.

Visit our stand and find out what we have to offer you and your patients.

Visit our stand at BD 2012 for the launch of our new oral hygiene products.

Visit our stand at BD 2012 for the launch of our new oral hygiene products.

Visit our stand M05 for the launch of our new oral hygiene products.

Visit our stand at BD 2012 for the launch of our new oral hygiene products.
Sibden Dental Systems

For over 30 years Sibden Dental Systems, based in the heart of the UK, have been helping dental practices reduce pain.

Anesthetics

• Pain relief
• Local anaesthetic that works by temporarily blocking the pathway of pain signals along the nerves, to go right to the source of the pain to provide effective targeted relief.

Orajel™ Gel

• Gel form gives control over the product during application and goes straight to the source of the pain to provide targeted relief.

Diamond Rapid Set Capsules

• The rapid set capsule is one of the biggest dental exhibitions held anywhere in the UK, and will feature stands from many of the foremost names in dentistry. Among the exhibitors at this year’s Dental Show will be a wide selection of dental laboratories – provider of exceptional oral healthcare products. With a focus on innovation and quality, WhiteWash is committed to providing excellent oral care products that are packaged beautifully and work superbly, all at prices that are accessible to everyone. All of WhiteWash’s products have been developed and formulated by UK dentists, and present an excellent opportunity to practitioners and suppliers seeking to expand the range of products they can sell. These products include the innovative silver particle whitening toothpaste, nano-short toothbrushes and professional teeth whitening strips. To learn more about WhiteWash’s outstanding range of premium quality oral hygiene products, look out for WhiteWash Laboratories at the BDTA Dental Showcase.

For more information call 0844 68 69 150, or email info@whitewashlaboratories.com, or visit www.whitewashlaboratories.com

Orajel®

• Rapid relief when and where it’s needed most
• Orajel® can put up with toothbrushes for over a week before seeking professional advice. Orajel® could help you to relieve the pain during your appointments.
• Contains benzocaine and L-menthol which works by temporarily blocking the pathway of pain signals along the nerves, to go right to the source of the pain to provide targeted relief.
• Orajel® gel form gives control over the product during application and goes straight to the source of the pain to provide effective targeted relief.
• Orajel® contains benzocaine and L-menthol which works by temporarily blocking the pathway of pain signals along the nerves, to go right to the source of the pain to provide targeted relief.

Spur

To demonstrate range of synthetic based products at the BDTA Dental Show 2012

Over 30 years experience with Sirona products, visit Stand P11

With over 30 years experience of working exclusively in partnership with Sirona, to promote the world’s premier brand of high tech dental equipment and support the many loyal customers, Sibden Dental Systems on Stand P11 for the ultimate Sirona Experience. Sirona Specialists, Sibden Dental Systems offer the choice from the complete range of Sirona Treatment Centres including Sinius, 2D and 3D digital imaging units – including the NEW Orthophos XG 3D CT digital cone-beam equipment, their extensive range of Sirona handpieces, and auxiliary items including Sirona Oxyjet (Oxyjet DAC Universal treatment unit).

To support these items they offer DURIT Suction and Dental Art Cabinetry, as well as other established high quality equipment and tried and trusted materials such as magazine racks. Whenever possible potential clients are invited to visit The Courtyard, Sibden’s state-of-the-art training and showroom facility in Chertsey, where they will be able to see the complete product range in action. They will then be able to identify the best solution for their individual needs, allowing Sibden’s Design Specialists to incorporate their choices into the most appropriate and ergonomically efficient Surgery or Practice layout. Through their partner, Infinity Fp plc, they can take the headway out of financing new equipment and installations, with finance packages tailored to individual requirements at very competitive rates. For further information visit Stand P11 or call Sibden Dental Systems on 01522 582020 or email jostevie@sibden.co.uk

Waterpik International, Inc. to Exhibit at the BDTA Dental Showcase 2012 – Stand J05

With over 10,000 delegates in attendance and over 350 exhibitors, the BDTA Dental Showcase 2012 is set to be the largest dental exhibition in the UK. Excel London will host play host to the massive three-day event beginning on October 2nd, with plenty of opportunities on offer for delegates visiting the stand. Waterpik International is extremely excited to be among the many companies exhibiting this year. Delegates visiting the Waterpik® stand can find out more about the brand new Waterpik® Complete Care System as well as the new Sensson® Professional Plus sonic toothbrush – both of which will be launched at this year’s show. Visitors to the Waterpik® stand will also be able to learn about the numerous studies that have been conducted, proving the effectiveness of Waterpik® Water Flossers, and will be able to take it for a test in a very special giveaway competition. To learn more about the entire range of Waterpik® Water Flosser devices, as well as Waterpik’s international range of powered toothbrushes and more, visit the Waterpik® stand, J05, at the BDTA Dental Showcase 2012. For more information please speak to your wholesale or visit www.waterpik.co.jp. Waterpik® products are widely available in both stores, Argos and selected Lloyds/Pharmacies.

Spry

To demonstrate range of synthetic based products at the BDTA Dental Show 2012

Over 30 years experience with Sirona products, visit Stand P11

Spry has for over 30 years been a forerunner in the field of synthetic based products. Spry will be at the BDTA Dental Show 2012 showcasing its exciting range of natural synthetic based dentifrices, rinses and gels. Spry is now one of the most talked about products in dentistry, featuring fantastic anti-plaque properties and numerous benefits for oral health. Visitors to the Spry stand will be able to learn more about the scientifically proven benefits of Spry® and how it is highly recommended by dentists associations around the world. Dealers will also be able to try samples of Spry Cleaning Gum and Spry rinses, as well as find out more about Spry’s popular range of dentifrices that include toothpastes and toothgels, oral rinses and even a specially designed dental floss.

To learn more about how Spry can benefit your patients, visit the Spry stand at the BDTA Dental Show 2012.

For further information contact Anytime 4 Ltd on 01488 652131, or visit www.anytime4.co.uk

Refresh your Practice with Tavom

Stand J18

Tavom provide customised furniture and finishing to the customer on display at all times. Please use the following code for an extra 5% off any orders made during Dental Show.

For more information call 0870 752 1121 or visit the Tavom website

Graeme Gardner enhance Urbania range

Graeme Gardner have enhanced their phenomenally popular Urbania scrub range with the addition of 904A, a new longer length tooth.

This flattering style of tooth boasts the same high quality design features as the rest of the Urbania range, and is available in a wide selection of bold colourways.

The Urbania Scrub range has become a firm favourite of your practice, or simply updating it, Tavom provide customised furniture and finishing to the customer on display at all times. Please use the following code for an extra 5% off any orders made during Dental Show.

For more information call Graeme Gardner on 0870 752 1121 or visit the Tavom website

www.tavom.co.uk. For IPA Dental on 08000 939375, or visit www.pradental.net

Diamond Rapid Set Capsules

Packaged beautifully and work superbly, all at prices that are accessible to everyone. All of WhiteWash’s products have been developed and formulated by UK dentists, and present an excellent opportunity to practitioners and suppliers seeking to expand the range of products they can sell. These products include the innovative silver particle whitening toothpaste, nano-short toothbrushes and professional teeth whitening strips. To learn more about WhiteWash’s outstanding range of premium quality oral hygiene products, look out for WhiteWash Laboratories at the BDTA Dental Showcase.

For more information call 0844 68 69 150, or email info@whitewashlaboratories.com, or visit www.whitewashlab.co.uk